9052 SERIES - EURO
PROFILE CYLINDER
MORTICE LOCK

}

Both cylinders have 5 pin mechanisms. 2 keyed.
Key variations practically infinite.

Lock Case
Handing Screw

Latch Bolt

Box

Follower
Lock Bolt

Tumbler
Cylinder Hole

Outer Forend

when supplied

Easy replacement for most mortice locks of similar size, as detailed fitting

Inner Forend

Striking Plate

instructions enclosed.

9052-25/9052-30

Hardened steel rollers in brass dead bolt for added security
Steel box locking plate to protect bolts.
Outside and inside key operation for extra security when used with double

Please carry out following test before proceeding with fitting.

cylinder.

Operate cylinder with keys/thumbturn before fixing.

Reversible latch bolt to suit either hand of door.

If cylinder is not already inserted within lock case remove outer forend, insert
cylinder into lock case fix in position with the M5 screw provided.

Rebated conversion sets available for 9052-25 and 9052-30.

Test lock bolt operation from both sides with each of the keys supplied.

Complete with fixing screws.
Key and spindle back set

44mm on 64.5mm 9052-25 Lock
57mm on 76mm

9052-30 Lock

Fitting instructions enclosed
Delf Architectural Hardware
T: 1300 362 625 F: 1300 362 643
www.delfarchitectural.com.au

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS FOR EURO-CYLINDER LOCK CASE 9052-25 & 9052-30
It is recommended that the lock body be fitted moderately
tightly thus ensuring each of the components - door, door
furniture and lock reinforce and assist one another.

G,H.Drill step ‘G’ and ‘H’ being clearance for the cylinders

A. Measure and mark a centre line vertically on the edge of
the door where the lock is to be fitted. Use EDGE
TEMPLATE, carefully aligning its centre line with one
marked on door edge and mark precisely the outline
with a sharp pencil. Use the face plate of the lock and
place over the marked field. Hold it firmly in place and

B. Use sharp chisel or router, set in the entire forend of
lock (4mm deep). The knifed perimeter will assist realty.
C. Make sure that the fold lines are placed precisely on
the respective door corners and that the arrows ‘ C’ line
precisely with top of the EDGE TEMPLATE

horizontally.
D. Drill for step ‘D’ being the mortice cut out, taking care
to calculate the depth of drilling required, by marking
the drill bit shank with tape or pen, comparing it to the
drawn

on

5.

6.

markings for lock 44mm and red markings for lock 57mm.
Transfer relevant measurements e.g. bolt positions to jamb

reference

4.

splintering out to inside of mortice cut out. Follow black

and fit striker accordingly.

lock

3.

from one side for single cylinder. Connect the two holes
vertically but carefully with chisel or fine saw, avoiding

avoiding ‘run off’ in timber grain.

appropriate

2.

for double cylinder and cylinder and turn, or drilling only

carefully scribe or ‘knife’ the outline several times,

up

1.

using techniques as above, drilling from both sides of door

FACE

TEMPLATES. Allow for the tip of the drill bit. Ensure
to drill perfectly parallel to door surface and remain
within the circles marked. Clear out with sharp chisel,
fitting the lock quite firm but removable. Follow black
markings for lock 44mm and red markings for lock 57mm
.
E. Drill for step ‘E’, being minor diameter for fixing screws
supplied.
F. Drill for step ‘F’, being clearance for the door furniture
spindle from both sides of door, ensuring that the drill
bit remains precisely within the circle marked and is
perpendicular or at right angle to the door surface.
Avoid splintering out to inside of mortice cut out. Follow
black markings for 44mm and red markings for 57mm.

Very thick doors may require a bevelling of the edge and
the forend of the lock, in which case step ‘C’ requires to be
varied as follows. As the bevelling of the forend changes
the backset, so too must the measurement from the fold
line to the centre of the spindle and cylinder e.g. 57mm or
44mm be changed accordingly.
Measure back set at the centre of the lock projecting it
onto the vertical centre of door edge and refold left and
right FACE TEMPLATES accordingly (one

must be

longer than the other pending door thickness). It is
essential that the clearance holes for spindle and cylinder
are aligned through and perpendicular to the door
surface.

To Reverse Latch Bolt (prior to installation)
Depress handing screw (see illustration) that abuts
inner edge of latch bolt with fine screw driver. Push
latch bolt so that tongue sits proud of case. Turn
tongue to suit handing of door.

H
E

(2 places)

Drill.......Dia. to suit
screws supplied -

D

EDGE
TEMPLATE

Drill 10.5mm or 7/16" Dia.

Drill 10.5mm or 7/16" Dia.

H

G
G

Drill 17.5mm or 11/16" Dia.

Drill 17.5mm or 11/16" Dia.

FACE TEMPLATE (right)

F
F
Drill 14mm or 9/16" Dia.

Drill 18mm - (7 places)

Drill 14mm or 9/16" Dia.

44

57

Line up with top of
EDGE TEMPLATE

C

NOTICE TO INSTALLERS
Use MUST be made of the fixing screw provided, to secure the cylinder
in the Lock Case.
On cylinder operated mortice locks the cylinder is always assembled to
the lock case after the case has been fixed in the door. Incorrect
alignment of the cylinder can lead to difficulty in operation and accelerated
wear.
Sufficient clearance must be allowed around the cylinder body for it to
freely take up its correct position in the lock case when held in position
by the cylinder fixing screw.

Drill 10.5mm or 7/16" Dia.

Drill 10.5mm or 7/16" Dia.

H

G

H

G

Drill 17.5mm or 11/16" Dia.

Drill 17.5mm or 11/16" Dia.

FACE TEMPLATE (left)

F

F

Drill 14mm or 9/16" Dia.

Drill 14mm or 9/16" Dia.

44

57

Line up with top of
EDGE TEMPLATE

C

Fold here

LOCK CASE TEMPLATES

Please ensure correct template has been selected before proceeding
to cut door.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR REVERSING LATCH BOLT
A.

Remove face plate.

B.

Place screw driver in hole in rear edge of plate.

C.

Push slotted head forward.

D.

Rotate latch tongue.

